


Voxeldance Tango

A 3D printing software for DLP/LCD printing technology.

Voxeldance Tango is simple and user-friendly. Highly 

automated software features reduce the boring 
mechanized manual operation, and improve printing efficiency.

It integrates the geometric kernel VDK3.0 independently 
developed by VoxelDance Technology, which is using GPU 

computing acceleration, supports massive data processing, 
and make the software efficiency and stability.

Product Introduction



Import Models

Voxeldance Tango can import multiple types of files，

Including: CLI file(*.cli), SLC file(*.slc), STL(*.stl), 3D 
Manufacturing Format(*.3mf), WaveFront OBJ 

file(*.obj), Object File Format(*.off )

Import



Repair models with 

one click

Repair errors, including bad edges, holes, 
bad orientation and intersections to ensure 
that the model can be printed successfully.

With the automatic repair panel, users can 
view model information, including: vertices, 
triangles, shells, bad edges, holes, bad 
orientation and intersections.

修复前

修复后

Repair



Automatic 2D nesting 

Compared with the placement based on the 
bounding box, the 2D nesting of Voxeldance
Tango can place the parts as many as 
possible on the printing platform, which 
improves the printing efficiency.

2D Nesting



Automatically hollow and add a lattice 
structure with one click. 

Reduce the printing material and time.

Increase the strength of the parts and 
reduce the deformation of the parts.

Hollow and Structures



Automatically add honeycomb structure 
with one click.
The honeycomb structure can improve 
the strength of the parts and save the 
printing cost by reducing the printing 
materials of the parts.

Honeycomb Structure



With humanized interaction design,
You can add labels as you like.
By dragging windows anywhere,
the user can control the size and position of 
the label freely.

Labels



Reliable Support
Voxeldance Tango provides two support structures, column 
support and V-Support. You can add support with one click, 
create and save support scripts for the next use.
In particular, V-Support has the following advantages :
q More reliable. Scaffold structure can greatly increase the 

support strength and improve the printing success rate.
q Smarter. V-Support can automatically avoid the nearby 

parts, making the support easier to remove, and does not 
affect the surface quality of the nearby parts.

q Easier to remove. With a very small support head, the 
support is easier to remove and improves the surface quality 
of the parts.

Supports



Faster slice

Thanks to the optimized slicing algorithm, 
the slicing speed is very fast.
Options for anti-aliasing, gray level and blur 
level can reduce print grain patterns and 
improve the surface quality of the model

Slice
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